
Case Study: Charming Shoppes Reduces Cost of USA PATRIOT
Act Compliance with OFAC Alert

Client Profile - Charming Shoppes Inc.
• A national specialty retailer and direct marketer of

women’s apparel, footwear, accessories and special gifts 
• Annual revenue of $2.6 billion for 2005
• More than 11 million proprietary card holders

Challenge
Charming Shoppes needed a more cost-effective way to
meet USA PATRIOT Act requirements that would provide a
consistent audit trail and assist in providing regulatory
sources documentation that each record was processed,
that each record was continually monitored and that each
record could use the same file formats currently sent to
Equifax via their third party processor.   

Solution
OFAC AlertTM and OFAC Alert Monitor with False Positive
Review — tools that automate the OFAC screening process
and deliver clear, easy-to-read results to the point-of-sale
on every inquiry.

Results
Significant annual savings with a more comprehensive
compliance program.

www.equifax.com

Challenge

In 2001, Charming Shoppes was quick to establish a process
to ensure its portfolio of proprietary credit and co-branded
cardholders was in compliance with Section 326 of The USA
Patriot Act.  Screening procedures were added to the
application process, safeguarding Charming from inadvertently
establishing accounts for any individuals found on the OFAC
(Office of Foreign Asset Control) restricted list.  

However, findings from an internal audit conducted in 2005
informed the Operations unit that ongoing screening was
needed.  A complete portfolio review was conducted by
Equifax, resulting in a significant number of accounts requiring
manual review. Clearly, the Charming Shoppes credit operations
team was interested in an easier, more cost-effective means of
maintaining complete compliance with the legislation.

Solution

During consultations with Equifax on alternative solutions,
Charming Shoppes specified five criteria for the solution:

• They needed a consistent audit trail that could generate the
necessary documentation for regulators

• A screening process for all new card account applicants
• A monitoring process for reviewing the entire portfolio on an

ongoing basis
• A solution that would leverage the existing integration to

TSYS, their third party processor, utilizing the same file
formats currently used when transmitting data to Equifax.

• A cost effective means of conducting manual reviews on any
flagged accounts.

To meet Charming Shoppes requirements, Equifax first
established a batch transmission process with TSYS, so the
existing cardholder portfolio could be seamlessly downloaded
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Results

Charming Shoppes has been completely satisfied with their
new compliance procedures, from both a cost savings and
efficiency perspective.  They have realized significant savings
in processing fees and operations FTE costs by outsourcing
the manual review activities to Equifax.  Equally importantly,
these savings were attained while a significantly more robust
compliance program was implemented, thus putting the
operations team back in good graces with internal audit.

For more information, visit www.enable.equifax.com or call 1-800-722-6119.

from TSYS to Equifax.  Next, a nightly batch file process was
established, to facilitate the screening of any new and recently
reactivated accounts.  

Finally, Charming Shoppes elected to completely outsource the
manual review process for suspicious applicants to Equifax.
Equifax’s CDC unit conducts a false positive review on any hits
against the OFAC database, forwarding on only vetted
accounts for Charming Shoppes for final review.


